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ON THE COVER:
Fig.

Planes apply

much

of the insecticides and fertilizers farmers use but the sysand granules has changed little since aerial application began
40 years ago. The forward motion of the plane forces air into the funnel shaped inlet,
driving the chemical out at the rear. Agricultural engineers at Mississippi State
University have now added a power driven blower to the system. The result is a wider
swath, better control of the dust, and a reduced power requirement for the plane.
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width is
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that swath

one of

the

predominant

controls

the

cost of

factors

applying chemicals

and materials by aerial methods. Most of
the equipment in use today for applying
dust and granules is similar to that used
40 years ago when aerial application was
begun. The most frequently used system
is the venturi or ram-air which produces
swaths 30 to 45 feet wide. This system
consumes approximately 40 horsepower at
normal flight speeds and is only 6 percent
efficient under optimum conditions.
of

In an attempt to increase the efficiency
aerial
application, the Agricultural

Engineering

Department

of

Mississippi

designed and constructed an engine-driven system which
requires less power to operate, permits a
greater degree of control over the ejected
materials, and increases the swath width.
University has

State

new

This

system, which has been in-

corporated in a 220-horsepower Stearman

was

evaluated jointly by the
Engineering
Department
and the Aerophysics Department at Mississippi State. A complete flight analysis
was condulted to determine the drag of
aircraft,

Agricultural

the

system,

the

erate the blower,

system

that

power required to opand the portions of the

may

require additional

re-

search and modification.

This report covers the

first

phase of

program which includes
employed to measure the

the

evaluation

the

method

chemical distribution, the effect of operational factors

on swath distribution, and
work potential of the

a discussion of the

positive-energy distributor system.
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swath width and some control

over particle placement. The major difference is the point at which the maxivelocity occurs in the distributor
system. In the venturi the maximum velocity is usually in the throat of the ven-

mum

turi

where the material

the ram-air.
locity

is

From

is

injected

this point

decreasing.

The

on the

into
ve-

positive-energy

system overcomes this difficulty by utilizing an engine-driven blower to supply the
required flow of air.
The spreader (Figure 2) was designed
so that the

maximum

air velocity

would

occur at the outlet. Therefore, the par-

which are subjected

ticles

to

an increasing

force are ejected at a greater lateral velocity,

and the adverse

peller

slip-stream air

effects of the pro-

are

reduced.

A

10-inch axivane blower (Figure 3)
supplies the air for the spreader system

and

from the generator
on the engine. While the capacity of this blower was less than that
desired, it was the only one produced
commercially that would meet other deis

belt-driven

drive gear

sign requirements.

A
as

a

arrangement was used
metering device. One side of the

sliding gate

has 2-inch triangular serrations to
permit more positive control over materials at low flow rates. Adjustable aluminum plates were installed beneath the
hopper gate and behind the blower as
additional metering devices. The trailing
edge of each plate was attached to the
forward edge of the speader vane so that
material dropped into a given compartment must be ejected from a certain pogate

sition

on the spreader. The bottom of the

Design and Operation Principles

The

general appearance of the positive-

energy system

(Figure

1)

that of the venturi system.

is

similar to

Both function

on the principle of increasing the
velocity

lateral

of the partii:les in order to get
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be removed beneath these
permit quick adjustments and

spreader can

the spreader deposited

plates

the

to

A

second blower (lYz horsepower cen-

was mounted so that its drive
mechanism would supply air to the agitator pads in the hopper in addition to
trifugal)

an

acting as

maintaining the

for

idler

proper tensions in the main blower drive

The air pads were installed in
lower portion of the hopper dropbox and on the sides of the hopper to
keep materials from bridging or choking the hopper outlet.
belt.

the

The most unique
itive-energy system

od

which

by

With

widths.

width

the

danger of chemical

drift

In addition the flow separated off the lip
of the inlet

and produced poor flow about

spreader.

ihe

To

spacing of the compartment plates there

was a great variation in average velocity,
but that this variation was not affected

is
is

was a reversal of the flow on the inlet
and that the flow was assymmetrical.
From photographs it could be seen that
due to the angular flow behind the propeller a large region of separated flow occurred at the lip of the inlet producing
non-uniform flow in the axial blower.

ma-

swath
swath

operates.

aircraft

as the altitude

va-

there

also increased.

greater

venturi system,

which the

at

However,

With

pos-

controlled to great extent by the

is

altitude

at

that

increased, the

the

probably the meth-

is

revealed

determine exacdy what effect the
slip stream was producing on
the flow inside the spreader, a small integrating pressure rake was constructed
which could be installed in the bottom
of the hopper in order to determine the
average velocity in each compartment.
These data revealed that for uniform

feature of

attains

it

more material than

Photographs made

engine speeds

rious

inspection.

side.

left
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the positive-energy system, the

terial is ejected laterally into

the wing-tip

propeller

There was

than a

vortices in order to obtain greater

by

widths

5-percent variation in average velocity in

swath
lower altitudes. (Figure 4)
Also, the chance of chemical drift is
greatly reduced since the material is released
in

at

from a low

altitude

and entrained

the outer portion of the vortex

flow.

Tests and Measurements of

Swath

To
to

Characteristics

evaluate the system,

measure the

it

was desirable

lateral distribution of the

material in the swath and to determine

what

hopper load, altitude, flight
and mass rate of flow of the material would have on these characteristics.
The material used in this test was an
inert calcium carbonate dust, which is
effect

flight

many

The

mulations.

designed

to

first

chemical dust

calibrate

the

for-

were
metering dethe metering

series of

tests

and to determine how
compartments should be arranged to produce a uniform chemical distribution in
vice

the swath.

During
plates

apart.

in

calibration,

the

During

the

speader were

compartment
set

2-inches

the runs, the right side of

less

any compartment when the blower was
run at full speed on the ground and
when it was flown at 80 miles per hour.
This means that the total head behind
the propeller does not vary much with
forward velocity, indicating that total
head under the hopper gate is primarily
a function of blower capacity. Thus, by
increasing blower capacity, greater lateral
velocity could be obtained. Using the integrating rake,

speed,

the diluent for

speed.

Lentil

the

plates

were adjusted

a uniform velocity distribution was

achieved in the compartments.

The

plot

of

actual

against swath dimension

method

chemical density
is a conventional

of describing the effectiveness of

an agricultural aircraft. The uniformity
of chemical distribution in the swath, the
shape of the distribution curve, the total
swath width and effective swath width
are the features of prime interest.

Many methods have been devised for
measuring the density of the chemical in
the swath, in this case, it was desirable
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Method

of entraining

materials in wing-tip vortices to achieve greater
swath widths.

method which was accurate but
which would not be so time consuming
as to Hmit the number of test runs that
could be measured on a particular day.
The technique of measuring chemical
deposits using fluorescent tracers, which
was previously used by personnel of the
Mississippi
Delta
Branch Experiment
Station, was modified for this study. The
same optical equipment was used to
measure the density of the calcium carbonate dust in the swath. Rhodamine-B
dye, a fluorescent material, was ground
to use a

calcium carbonate dust at the rate
lb. of Rhodamine-B to 750 lbs. of
dust. By dissolving the dust-dye mixture
in methanol, it was possible to form a
into

of

1

true solution
tion

was

whose fluorescent concentra-

related

cium carbonate

to

in

the
the

density

of

cal-

From

sample.

a

curve it was possible to determine the quantity of calcium carbonate
dust in the sample.

calibration

Collection of dust samples was
9-inch diameter

aluminum pans

perpendicularly

to

the

line

made

of

in

laid out
flight.
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These pans were

spaced

initally

5

feet

150 feet. However, after several runs the interval between the pans was increased to 10 feet
for a distance of 200 feet.
All runs with the exception of cross-

apart for a distance of

were run when surface wind
velocity was less than 3 miles per hour.
If there was a surface wind, the sampling
station was set up perpendicular to the

wind

tests

wind

direction.

general

While contradictory

practice,

field

most appropriate

to

was

feature

this

for evaluating the dis-

Results and Discussion:

The

General:
tor system

sampling station and run approximately

same

the

positive-energy

length.

conditions,

Under

similar

and

little

variation in test results.

duplication

Effect of altitude:

of

tests

With

the

distribu-

very

revealed

standard

an increase in operating
altitude results in a moderate increase
in swath width up to some height where
lateral
distribution
is
limited by the
maximum velocity at which the material
is projected from the distributor. However, the positive-energy system depends
venturi system

ejection

its

velocity,

primarily,

transport the material particles

and the principle of entraining

flight

worked

technique

this

well

upon

tributor system.
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where

flow

vortex

the

into

to

the

particles

are

spread laterally by a combination of

theii

momentum and

materials in the vortex flow field appear

initial

to offer extremely large

wing-tip vortex.
When the wing of the aircraft is in
close proximity to the ground, the lateral
velocity vortex movement is maximum.
As the distance between the wing and

plication

efficiency,

increases in

work

aircraft

ap-

rates,

and control of chemical placement. Swath
widths IVz times that of the standard
venturi systems were attained during the
tests

and swaths 80

wide may

to 100 feet

be expected in most field applications. The
sequence of photographs in Figure 5

shows the

entrainment

progressive

in

transportation of the dust material by the

wing-tip

Calibration

tem revealed

of

that the

and hopper

the

mass

metering
rate

ized
ideal,
it

at

any

mum

that

this

it

was used

was similar

While

was realmetering system was not

instant.

it

for several reasons: (1)

to that

used in

many

cur-

rent systems. (2) By incorporating it in
the positive-energy system, tests would reveal

its

capabilities

Development of a
device

is

and

limitations.

(3)

positive-feed metering

a separate problem within

itself.

By holding the hopper load, speed,
and altitude constant and varying the
hopper gate opening, a reasonable re
lationship was obtained between mass
rate of flow and hopper opening. Tc
minimize the adverse effects of hoppe'
load, each pass was started with a 2O0
lb. load at a given
distance from the

lateral

ve-

Since both principles are incorporated
the positive-energy system, the opti-

sys-

was greatly affected by the
quantity of material that remained in the

the

is

cores.

in

of flow

increased,

is

reduced until at the height of
approximately two wing spans there is
hardly any lateral movement of the vortex

set-

of material

hopper

ground

locity

vortices.

Effects of hopper load
ting:

the

the action of the

height of operation for maximum
width would be somewhat less
than that of the venturi system. The op-

swath

timum
swath

ejection

width

height

for

maximum

approximately 15 feet
for the system tested. When operated at
altitudes of less than 10 feet, there was
a pronounced tendency for the vortex entrained

ground.

is

materials

Due

to

rebound from

the

to ground-effect force, low

ejection resulted in poor distribution pat-

terns

and

dust

deposited.

a decrease

in

Slightly

the

amount

greater

of

swath

widths could be attained by flying at 20
However, this would be practical
only with calm conditions and where
penetration of the chemical within the
plant foliage was not required. When altitude was increased above 20 feet, swath
width was reduced and control of chemical placement became a serious problem

feet.

NEW
When wind

velocity

application at

stop

AERIAL APPLICATION SYSTEM

was great enough
the

to

altitude,

15-foot

was not feasible to operate at much
it
lower altitudes because of chemical drift
caused by the rebound of the wing-tip
vortices

from the ground and a

sizable

Effect of speed: Probably the most surof all was the effect ol

prising result

speed on chemical distribution and
swath characteristics,. Eighty miles per
hour was selected as the standard speed

flight

for all tests because the aircraft

handled

allowed a greater
margin of safety than lower speeds and
it was comparable to general application
well at this speed.

It

Tests of the effect of flight speed on
blower output revealed that air
the
quantity flow varied less than 5-percent

between 0 and 80 miles per hour and
that between speeds of 60 and 90 miles
per hour variations in quantity flow
were negligible. Since the total weight
of the aircraft was approximately the
same for all tests, it was proposed that
any appreciable changes in swath characteristics could be attributed to changes

which is a function of
However, tests showed that
80 miles per hour was the poorest speed
when performance was
operation
of
measured in total amount of chemical
in vortex strength
flight speed.

deposited regardless of altitude. Likewise,
a given rate per acre was selected as a
standard and all the swath lengths fallif

below the level were summed, 80
per hour produced the narrowest

miles

swath.
Effect of swath width: After

numerous

data for individual passes had been col
lected and analyzed, an attempt was made
to simulate a field application by making
passes over the sampling station
and measuring the chemical distribution.
Tests were conducted using 80, 100 and
120 feet swath intervals. Although results
were not uniform, effective swaths up to
100 feet appear attainable under most
operating conditions, and swaths greater
three

While the uniformity

of the swath

is

not as good as might be desired, it must
be remembered that the system tested
was constructed to determine the feasientraining materials in the wing-

tip vortex to increase the effective

swath

width. Increasing the uniformity of the
distribution

primarily a problem of me-

is

proper quantity of material
into the proper section of the spreader
and regulating other factors such
as
speed, altitude, swath width and blower
capacity. Results of further modifications
and research will be made available in
tering

later

speeds.

ing

than 120 feet were attained in numerous
tests.

bility of

reduction in swath width.

7

the

reports.

Summary
The
ple

positive-energy-distributor

was found

unique concept of
solid material.

designed

and

princi-

to be a revolutionary
aerial

The system
offers

great

of

functioned as
potential

and economy of

increasing utility

and

distribution

for

aerial

application of fixed-wing aircraft.

The

lack

of

a

positive-feed

mechan-

ism to meter the materials was one of
the

most serious

deficiencies of the overall

system. Additional research on a positivefeed mechanism and more efficient methods of entraining and transporting materials will be required to optimize per-

formance of the system.
For general application work, a flight
speed of 90 miles per hour and an ejection altitude of 15 feet produced the
widest swath and gave best control over
It was not feasible to
vary altitude in an attempt to minimize
the effects of wind or to alter applica-

the ejected material.

tion

rates.

For some

yet

undetermined

reason, the flight speed of 80 miles per

hour produced poorest uniformity of distribution and the narrowest swaths.
Swaths up to 120 feet wide are attainbut 80 to 100 feet swaths would
probably be most practical for field application. The uniformity of the chemical
distribution can be altered appreciably by
able,

proper metering and the development of
flying techniques.

